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nineteenpoint
Exceptional quality graphic
design for print and online.

• Web design
• Music packaging
• Poster design
• Logos
• Print & editorial design
• Design consultancy
• Search engine optimisation
• Competitive rates

www.nineteenpoint.com

If you’ve been looking at the cover for this issue
and wondering to yourself ‘did they…?’, ‘is it…?’,
the answer’s ‘Yes’ – Spring Offensive DID go out
and make the OMS masthead themselves and held
it up in a field up for the photoshoot – it’s not put
in there later. We love that they even thoughtfully
made the blue strips so we could put some
contents in. So for such a great idea guys – OMS salutes you.
The only thing they didn’t do was make an INSIDE banner which
usually goes at the bottom and we didn’t want to cut off Matt’s legs.
So here goes – inside this issue you’ll find a new BBC Introducing
column, interviews with great new bands Graceful Slicks and Cellar
Family, all the gigs we’ve been to in the last few months, and we do
hope you’ll have a go at winning these exclusive, signed Stornoway
CDs (see P6).
Hope you enjoy the issue…
Have a great summer, Stewart & team OMScene xx
Next issue out in September

SEE BACK ISSUES AT WWW.OXFORDMUSICSCENE.CO.UK
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FESTIVAL FOCUS
Cornbury (www.cornburyfestival.com) from this year onwards is moving down the road to the
Great Tew Estate (so don’t go to Cornbury Estate!) and is happening over the weekend of 1, 2
and 3 of July. Everything from classics like Ray Davies, Status Quo, The Faces and, Dire Straits,
to relative newbies like Imelda May, Bellowhead and Little Fish are there. Cornbury also has
locals like Phantom Theory, Deer Chicago, Rock of Travolta, The Epstein, Family Machine and
Easy Tiger.

The Truck (www.thisistruck.com) lineup (22, 23, 24 July) is awaited with baited breath around
these parts. On the farm at Steventon this year, possibly with more household names present
than ever, there’s the Super Furry man Gruff Rhys, Blur’s Graham Coxon, St Etienne, Edwyn
Collins, Go! Team, Fixers, Jonquil, Dry the River and Young Knives and there are stages from
Blessing Force, Heavenly, Transgressive and Bella Union.

D Fest (find on Facebook), which happens in the garden of the Red Lion pub in Drayton on
30th July has a strong lineup of locals this year. They have Charly Coombes, Samuel Zasada,
Black Hats, Secret Rivals and Dead Jerichos who run it… and it’s free.

Wilderness (www.wildernessfestival.com) has moved onto the site at Cornbury Estate and
is being run by the people who run the mighty events Lovebox and Secret Garden Party, so you’ll
be in good hands on 12 to 14 August. They’ve promised to be creative with the use of the
grounds so it’ll be interesting to see how it looks on the weekend. They’ve bagged some serious
lineup – how about Mercury Rev (pictured above), Laura Marling, Guillemots, Antony & the
Johnsons along with a whole host of outdoor pursuits theatre and culinary delights.

At the folk/roots end of the spectrum, there are two unmissables right on our doorstep – Fairport’s
Cropredy Convention (www.fairportconvention.com) happens on 12–14 August just north of
Banbury. The lineup’s always a grabber and this year they have Hayseed Dixie, UB40, Seasick Steve
andBadly DrawnBoy just for starters. Towersey Festival on 25–29 August (www.towerseyfestival.com)
outside Thame has grabbed Billy Bragg, Oyster Band, our own Spiers & Boden, Martin Carthy,
Cara Dillon and a million more acts for what is becoming a nationally renowned hootenanny.

Harvest (harvestatjimmys.com) on 9–12 September is another new addition to this summer’s
programme. Billed as a Food and Music Festival, you can see where the emphasis lies slightly.
However, they have cooked up quite a serious musical menu to go on the side, which includes
Eliza Doolittle, The Feeling, and Divine Comedy, Benjamin Francis Leftwich, Gilles Peterson and
a stage from Communion which is the club run by Ben Lovett from Mumford & Sons.

Another new addition to our programme of outdoor fun is the intriguing-looking Supernormal,
billed as a music and arts festival at Braziers Park on 19 to 21 August. Go to www.supernor-
malfestival.org.uk for line-up details.

For lovers of the off-the-wall, anything goes, vibe, Arcane (www.arcane-festival.com) is on
2nd to 4th September. As eclectic a bill as anywhere you’ll find, there’s Chumbawamba, 3 Daft
Monkeys, Prism DJs Keiran and Marty P, Vaudeville Rave and Oxford bands Original Rabbit Foot
Spasm Band, Charly Coombes and Borderville and it’s all happening at City Farm near Eynsham.

news
The Museum of Modern Art have
announced a weekly (ish) live
local music programme for the
coming months. Highlights
include Colours vs Oxford Drum
Clinic on 16 July, Cooling Pearls
on 30 July, Solid Gold Dragons
on 20 August, Braindead
Collective on 27 August and on
10 September Pet Moon
headline a Blessing Force II
night. More detail can be found
at www.modernartoxford.org.uk

The gravel-voiced folk
troubadour Willy Mason, whose
Oxford profile has grown
somewhat recently due to
appearances at the Truck
Store and Wood this year, will
play a show at the Glee Club
on his way to the End of the
Road Festival and Bestival.
The mostly comedy venue,
the former Jongleurs on Hythe
Bridge Street, hasn’t had many
gigs on so it’s good to see
some quality music booked in.
Willy appears on Wednesday
31 August. Tickets are
£10 (+booking fee) from
www.seetickets.com

Chad Valley, the alter-ego of
Jonquil frontman Hugo Manuel
has the 7-track EP ‘Equatorial
Ultravox’ released on Loose Lips
this week on CD and download
only. Tracks include ‘Now That
I’m Real’ (with Rose Dagul of
Rhosyn on vocals) ‘Shell Suite’
and ‘Reach Lines’. Meanwhile,
also on an electronic tip,
Keyboard Choir are remixing
Oxford’s dub reggae stalwarts
Dubwiser’s ‘Bang Up’ for a
release in the summer.

OX4fm has been quiet since it
was announced last year that
they been awarded an FM
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Chapel Club (pictured), the upwardly mobile, London-based indie band, bring their
Bunnymen/My Bloody Valentine-inspired wall of noise to the O2 Academy on Monday 17 October.
The ‘Club already have a relationship with some of the population of Oxford, having
appeared in The Barn at Truck Festival last year. Chapel Club’s debut album ‘Palace’ which was
released on Loog in January, was described by Clash magazine as ‘swirling ambitious pop
grandeur: vivid, vital and voluptuously noisy’. They’ll be on an impressive end to their year
which takes in Reading and Leeds Festivals and ends up at Shepherds Bush Empire. Listen at
myspace.com/chapelclub. Tickets can be got from the usual Academy outlets.

Black Hats have a new single coming up titled provocatively ‘Kick in the Doors’, the first material
since ‘Blood and Space/Tunnels’, and it will be released later in the year. The band have been
recording with Sam Williams, who produced Supergrass and more recently The Go! Team, at the
controls. Any budding designers out there can enter a competition to design the sleeve for it.
Go to www.blackhatsmusic.co.uk for full details.

Amplitude, a festival which was to be held at Braziers Park has been cancelled. The festival,
which was aimed at students, was to happen over the weekend of 5 to 7 August. Sonic Boom
Six, Underground Heroes and our own the Scholars, Adam Barnes and The Drop were among
50 acts that were booked to play. Braziers Park have not commented on the reason for the
cancellation but the organisers have assured that any ticket money owed will be refunded.

We’d love to hear from you – just do a search on Facebook for Oxfordshire Music Scene and
join our group, or drop us a line to music@6sensemedia.com. We are looking for people to
help us out – distributors, stockists, writers and photographers are always welcome round
here… Send news on gigs, clubs, tours, releases & updates to music@6sensemedia.com

license. It turns out they’ve been
getting ready to broadcast again.
The station’s internet stream
will be back online to coincide
with Cowley Road Carnival
(3 July), then programming will
be live-streamed until the
station hits the local airwaves
properly towards the end of the
year. The stream will also be a
way of listeners shaping the
station, as they will be able
to make comments and give
feedback on DJs and presenters.
If you are a local DJ, musician
or wannabe presenter,
email becky@ox4.fm to be
added to an email list for future
opportunities.

Cowley Carnival, which will not
take place on the road again
this year, have moved their live
music programme on Sunday 3
July in South Park to the main
stage. Acts booked to play on
the biggest outdoor event on the
Oxford calendar include Original
Rabbit Foot Spasm Band, Secret
Rivals (both of whom are booked
for Bestival this year), Empty
Vessels and Jamatone, with lots
more still to be confirmed. The
day is free to all and will include
a ton of family entertainment,
procession and food stalls.
Entertainment runs 12 ‘til 8pm.
Fiesta in the Park which started
last year as a fundraiser for the
main Sunday event is held the
previous night, also in the park,
on Saturday 2nd. London rapper
Roots Manuva who was short-
listed for the Mercury Prize in
2002 for his Run Come Save Me
album, heads a lineup which
also features Kanda Bongo
Man, Brassroots and Count
Skylarkin’. Advance tickets for
Fiesta cost £10 are available
from We Got Tickets.

Oxford’s expert post-folk soundscapists Message To Bears have nabbed a support slot for Olafur
Arnalds the Icelandic multi-instrumentalist. It’s on 19 July at the Queen Elizabeth Hall at the
South Bank Centre in London and tickets (£20/18) can be purchased from South Bank Centre’s
website. Message To Bears are putting the finishing touches to their, as yet untitled, new album
which will be released on Dead Pilot Records on CD, vinyl and download later in the year. In the
spirit of quite bizarre team-ups in pop, they are also rumoured to be remixing Dead Jerichos’
‘Spaces and Sounds’. Now, that we have to hear.
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club
news

Totally Enormous Extinct
Dinosaurs (TEED) follows
his headline set at London
Scala recently with a local
live appearance at Out To
Graze Festival this summer.
He’s just had his latest single
‘Trouble’ released this week,
the video for which was
filmed in LA.

Out To Graze is the dance festival that takes place over 8–10 July at Fir Tree Country Park near
Banbury. Also appearing on a hugely eclectic lineup which includes stages by Simple/Slide,
Microclimate and Big Ten Inch are A Guy Called Gerald (live session), Jazzie B (Soul II Soul)
DJ/MC set, Colin Dale, Coloureds, Hipbone Slim and the Kneetremblers and Original Rabbit
Foot Spasm Band. Camping is available for the weekend and tickets can be bought from
www.outtograze.com

If you’re immersed in the local roots/dub/dancehall and hip hop scenes, there’s a couple of
Oxford-based blogs to favourite on your browsers. Sensible Dancehall www.sensibledancehall.com
will focus on all the local events that’s going on in their musical field as well as giving you a
handle on what’s happening at national and international level. They’re also running a free
monthly reggae night Lord ’av Mercy at the Port Mahon. 31 July has London dancehall/reggae
bloggers/DJs Shimmy Shimmy and Physically Fit. Keep in touch with Sensible Dancehall on
Twitter too at http://twitter.com/SNSBLDNCHL. You should also visit whosaidjazz.wordpress.com
which is an engaging hip hop, funk and soul blog with video links, reviews and DJ mixes.

The thoughtful people at Wordplay who run bi-weekly hip hop jams at the Cellar have put the videos
and audios for their Top 10 which you can see elsewhere on this page up at www.wordplayuk.co.uk/
blog/wordplay-top-10 so you can have a listen. You should also check James Weston’s Out To
Graze mix put together exclusively for our Sampler magazine at www.bit.ly/otg2010mix

OMS has just launched a new, local, five times a year dance/electronic
magazine titled The Sampler. The first edition came out in May and you
can pick up a free copy in most of the places where OMS is available.
There’s an interview with Totally Enormous Extinct Dinosaurs along with a
‘Skillz’ column with Keyboard Choir and live reviews of Beardyman, Example
and Katy B. The next issue comes out in July – we are looking for new
contributors for it, so get in touch with us at music@6sensemedia.com. You
can see the first issue online at www.oxfordmusicscene.co.uk

Summer vibes abound as Modern Art Oxford are putting on a series of DJ sessions outside in
the yard on 8 (with Truck Store) and 23 (with Dirty Water Records) July and 5 and 19 August.
There will be guest mixes from Oxford/London based DJs and some live electronica. The nights are
hosted by the excellently named Neural Ohmlette who has previously run nights at The Heavenly
Social and 333 in London. Musical policy promises to be everything from new wave to chillwave,
ambient to fuzz rock‘n’roll, go to www.modernartoxford.org.uk and www.myspace.com/
neuralohmlette for more details.

Wordplay Hip-Hop
Chart

1 Cee Lo Green – ‘I Want You’

2 Pharoahe Monch – ‘Let My
People Go’

3 Buggsy – ‘Pure Gas’

4 The Roots – ‘Radio Daze’

5 Jehst – ‘Starting Over’

6 Aloe Blacc – ‘I Need A
Dollar’

7 Chris Brown – ‘Look At
Me Now’

8 The Bullitts – ‘Close Your
Eyes’

9 Chima Anya – ‘What Now’

10 Styles P – ‘#1 Homie’

Wordplay is every other
Thursday at The Cellar

Prism All Time
Top 10

1 Z’Hana – ‘Sanctuary of
Love’

2 Joey Beltram – ‘Energy
Flash’

3 Cubik 22 – ‘Night In
Motion’

4 NJoi – ‘Anthem E.P.’

5 GTO – ‘Pure’

6 Orbital – ‘Belfast’

7 Meat Beat Manifesto –
‘Radio Babylon’

8 Capella – ‘Everybody’

9 Holy Noise – ‘Get Down
Everybody’

10 Outlander – ‘Vamp’

Prism Reunion 2 is at the O2
Academy on 1 July
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a regular look at
what’s happening
at bbc introducing
Festival season is approaching, which is always an
exciting time for us as a local radio music show. It’s
where a lot of hard work starts to pay off for bands and
we reward the best of them by putting them forward to
play all over the country. This year, we’re delighted to
have sent Black Hats, Alphabet Backwards, Jessie Grace
and Secret Rivals to Wychwood, and we’re also going to
be curating our very own stage at Truck Festival.
All this live action ties in very nicely with the fact that

we’ve now teamed up with Upstairs at O2 Academy
Oxford to bring you the best local bands every month.
Ute were amazing headliners for the launch night in
May, and this month’s OMS cover stars Spring
Offensive topped a fantastic bill in June. Remember, if
you’re not lucky enough to be there, you can catch all
the highlights on BBC Introducing in Oxford.
Other highlights from the show from the past month

include some brilliant sessions from a couple of singer-
songwriters. First of all we had Adam Barnes, who gave
us a rousing rendition of ‘Come Undone’, and he was

followed by none other
than the folk legend that
is Willy Mason. He came
down to the Truck Store
along with Robin Bennett
from Truck to give an
intimate performance
ahead of his headline slot
at Wood Festival.
This month we left our

Saturday evening slot, so
you can now listen to the
show between 9 and
10pm every Sunday. We
also became the most downloaded regional
‘Introducing’ podcast – to make sure you don’t miss
out, head to www.bbc.co.uk/oxford where you can
also catch the show on the iPlayer. To get your music
played, head to www.bbc.co.uk/introducing and upload
your songs.

win a signed stornoway
‘4ad sessions handmade ep’
Stornoway have recorded a special, acoustic, 4 track EP
for their upcoming string of festival appearances over
the summer which includes their headline at the stunning
outdoor London location, Somerset House on 9 July.
The tracks on the limited edition EP, which was

recorded at the rotunda at Graham Greene’s home in
Oxford are, ‘Fuel Up’, ‘On the Rocks’, ‘Here Comes
the Blackout’ and ‘Watching Birds’. The cover has been
handmade by drummer Rob Steadman.
You can win a signed copy of a CD of one of the EPs

by answering the following correctly:

Where in the UK is Stornoway?
A. Northern Ireland
B. The Isle of Lewis
C. The Isle of Stornoway

Email your answer to music@6sensemedia.com by
20 July 2011. Three winners will be chosen at random.
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Sophie’s
radio gaga
It’s a funny old thing being there at the beginning.
My future father-in-law dines out on the tale of
booking a new local band for a gig and being sent out
by the lead singer for cigarettes even though he was
underage. That man was Phil Collins and the fledgling
band Genesis.
Maybe you’re reading this now, smug in the

knowledge you were one of the first to see Radiohead
or Supergrass take to the tiny stage at the Jericho
Tavern where they played their first gigs. Maybe you
were lucky enough to witness the former’s Philip
Selway debut his solo material earlier this year at the
New Theatre’s Helen & Douglas House fundraiser.
Or were you with me in Caffe Nero last year when

Lotte Mullan and her self-funded Caffeine Tour
gigged to just a handful of people? She’s just sold her
diaries of life on the road and work experience at
SONY Records to Hollywood for £2million and is set
to go stellar.

Perhaps you nearly missed out – I remember having
to be cajoled out to see a band at the Jericho Tavern a
few years ago. It was raining and I couldn’t really be
bothered, but I went along, like about 30 others and
had a good night. Three years later, The Script are
filling stadiums with their multi platinum selling music.
But don’t despair if you haven’t come across any

early encounters. As often in life, it’s not necessarily
about knowledge; it can be timing, or pure luck. I’d
advise you to go out to as many Oxfordshire gigs as
you can this summer and you’ll certainly up the ante.
Listen to Sophie weekdays from 7am on Glide’s

Morning Glory across Oxford and South Oxfordshire
on 107.9fm.

®

For booking tickets visit: www.ticketmaster.co.uk/amex
0844 847 2461 | 020 7403 3331 | 020 7734 8932 | gigsandtours.com

Somerset House, Strand, London WC2
www.somersethouse.org.uk/summerseries
A Somerset House presentation
in association with Metropolis Music, SJM Concerts & MCD

SUMMER

SERIES

AT
SOMERSET

HOUSE

JULY 2011
WITH
AMERICAN EXPRESS

®

LAMB SAT JULY 16

PLUS DELILAH

MY MORNING JACKET SUN JULY 17

PLUS THE HEAD AND THE HEART

BLONDIE WED JULY 13

PLUS FRIENDS ELECTRICWED JUL
SOLD

OUT

ELLIE GOULDING FRI JULY 15

PLUS THE KNOCKSFRI JULY
SOLD

OUT
HURTS THURS JULY 14

PLUS SAINT SAVIOUR + GAGGLE

THURS J
SOLD

OUT

BEADY EYE TUES JULY 12

PLUS MILES KANETUES JUL
SOLD

OUT

STORNOWAY SAT JULY 9

PLUS CLOUD CONTROL

ALOE BLACC SUN JULY 10

PLUS DIONNE BROMFIELD + YASMIN

IMELDA MAY MON JULY 11

PLUS VINTAGE TROUBLE + BIG BOY BLOATER

PROFESSOR GREEN FRI JULY 8

PLUS ED DREWETT

EELS THURS JULY 7

PLUS JESCA HOOP
THURS JU
SOLD

OUT

SUN JUL
SOLD

OUT

MONDAY 17 OCTOBER

OXFORD 
O2 ACADEMY2

0844 477 2000 | 0844 811 0051  
GIGSANDTOURS.COM | TICKETLINE.CO.UK 

A METROPOLIS MUSIC PRESENTATION BY ARRANGEMENT WITH CODA

DEBUT ALBUM ‘PALACE’ OUT NOW
CHAPELCLUB.COM

CHAPEL CLUB
PLUS GUESTS
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‘new millennium psych’ –
rock blues with…

graceful
slicks

listen to graceful slicks
at www.myspace.com/

thegracefulslicks

Graceful Slicks are
Alex, Chris, Patrick and
Lewis and Stephen.

What brought you all
together?
GS: Alex and Lewis were
getting really into
psychedelic music – ’60s
stuff and modern bands
like Brian Jonestown
Massacre, Black Angels
and Clinic. We just met up
with other people who
liked that kind of music.
We didn’t think there
would be many in Oxford
– but there were a couple –
and we found them!

Who writes the songs?
GS: All of us! We have an
initial idea about how a
song can go and then we
put it through ‘The
Machine’ as we call it. We
don’t say ‘You play this’.
We play whatever goes
with it… it’s pretty
freeform. You can have an
idea that’s really ‘60s but
it’s almost too ‘60s and Pat
will put something like a
real ‘90s shoegaze thing on
it or vice versa.

You swap instruments quite
a bit on stage, don’t you?

GS: It’s good taking turns
– you look forward to
playing bass, and then it’s
good going back to the
guitar. Rather than
getting stuck with the same
thing, it brings something
fresh to it.

Does it get confusing
during the set?
GS: It’s getting harder as
we all have two different
guitars now. Pat has one
guitar which is tuned
completely in C for one
song so it sounds like a
sitar, Lewis has one which
has Nashville tuning so it
sounds like a 12-string.
So, not only are we
swapping bass to guitar,
you have to remember
which guitar you’re using
as well – it’s worth it for
the sound though.

It must make the sound
guy’s job difficult?
GS: The problem is,
Alex’s guitar from the ’60s
is so quiet and he has to
whack it up on the amp.
Lewis’ guitar is modern
and really loud. I think
that’s what kills them –
it keeps them on their
toes though.

How much do you
research to get an
authentic sound?
GS: We’re always looking
at vintage guitars and
pedals on eBay and finding
out about things like
reverse reverb. We love
reading rock biographies
where you read what
someone’s done with their
guitar. We were wondering
what to do with Lewis’
second guitar and he
found out about Nashville
tuning where you have
thinner strings on the top –
he tried that and it
sounded really good on
one song – though you’re
supposed to play that
with chords and he uses
single notes.

What do you think is
your best song?
GS: ‘Bul Bul Turang’.
It’s the most original –
I haven’t heard anything
like it from any Oxford
bands at least. There
hasn’t been a bad thing
said about it.

…and live?
GS: The O2 gig that we
did for the Upstairs night,
that was great. We were on

first but there was no
difference with the crowd
at 8 o’clock or 10 o’clock –
everyone that was there
was there was there for the
night to support it.

What would say were your
main influences?
GS: There’s some good
Stones songs like on Their
Satanic Majesty’s Request
we’re really close to, BJM,
Beatles – Rubber Soul kind
of stuff. 13th Floor
Elevators obviously.

You’re quite different from
other Oxford bands.
GS: It’s good because if a
psych band comes to town
we’re going to get the
support spot – like when
Sky Parade came last year,
who are ex-members of
BJM, we instantly got the
slot. But then how often
does a psych band come as
opposed to an indie band –
so it’s good and it’s not.
It’d be good if psych was
the main genre in the
world! (SG)
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wilfred owen, swallowing coins, fans with tears
tattooed on their cheeks… leo bowder takes a look
at the unpredictable world of

spring
offensive

FEATURES



‘But many there stood
still, To face the

stark, blank sky beyond the
ridge, Knowing their feet
had come to the end of the
world…’
Nearly a century after

Wilfred Owen wrote these
words, five sonic soldiers
face a cowed Oxford
crowd – willingly beaten
into delirious submission
by the sheer intensity of
the band before them
named after his poem. The
drunken chatter of the
Jericho Tavern has long
since subsided as the
spindly singer, one hand
crookedly clasping the
forearm of the other
behind his back, and –
exuding an Ian Curtis-like
air of dangerous
vulnerability – leans into
the microphone. The rest
of the band is swaying
sullenly, yet clinging to
their instruments lest they
are wrenched from their

grip by the restrained
ferocity of the sound they
make – as he suggests that
we slide into the river…
like the rats that we are.
Then, joined by his
comrades, he howls the
strangely uplifting chorus:
‘As the water grows around
my knees, I find myself
smiling.’ Then it all judders
to a grinding halt to be
replaced by a profound
silence before the tension is
broken by a relieved cheer.
Welcome to the world of
Spring Offensive…
Going for a mere two

years, this five-piece bring
a depth and sincerity
unusual on the scene;
sparse, haunting, heavy –
yet always passionate - an
existential assault on the
soul of the listener.
They’ve been on a self-
supported UK tour,
released three records,
have been featured in the
NME and on the BBC and

have a mini album coming
out this month (June) in
America. Tracks from Pull
Us Apart include ‘I Find
Myself Smiling’ – a
brooding masterpiece with
a real dark groove to it
(and there is a dubstep
style remix – ‘Jump in the
F&%£ing River’). This is a
group that have no
intention of resting on
their laurels. They are off
on tour in Europe in
October and have come a
long way in a short time.
Hard to do here.

OMS: Do you feel any
rivalry with other bands? Is
there hotwiring of amps
and putting oil on the
stage?
Matt (Cooper,

guitar/keys): “Or banana
skins! No, but the local
scene is mostly musicians
playing to other musicians.
But that makes it a fertile
breeding ground. It’s not
easy for bands now to
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launch a huge career, you
have to go elsewhere.”
Lucas (Whitworth,

singer): “We play in
London twice as much as
we do in Oxford. We
started off by saturating
the place, to get our name
around. But there are only
so many people you can
reach. The first 60% you
can get by playing over
and over again, but the last
40% you really have to
work for… From a
careerist point of view the
time could probably best
be spent elsewhere.”
Spoken like a band with

a plan. How do they write
this stuff ?
Lucas: “Matt and I once

drove for hours to Wales
just to write a song…”
Matt: [but] “Good songs

come when we’re all

together. The songs on Pull
Us Apart were all written
together”
Lucas: “We don’t write

music that is fun to dance
to, you can go out and
have a good time, but it’s
not the main objective, we
try to make music that you
can listen to; it’s the lyrics
rather than anything else.”
Definitely more

Radiohead than
Supergrass, they list their
influences as the Smiths,
Death Cab for Cutie and
Low (from whom they
borrowed their so-quiet-
you-can-hear-a-pin-drop
routine) also the Antlers,
Wild Beasts and the
influence of Foals and
Youthmovies is clearly
discernable. It would be
lazy journalism simply to
describe it as ‘indie’. They

are truly independent, but
like all proper bands, want
to make an album, tour, yet
always remain in control.
This is the key, and it is
hard to imagine them
compromising for a major,
their sound is ‘bleak but
listenable’ according to
Matt.

OMS: Bleak is right.
Swallowing coins. What’s
all that about? Coins are
very bitter (Ed: ‘Every
Coin’ is an alarming track,
starting with an explosive
stop/start drum beat and
some disturbing lyrics
about a man systematically
consuming the contents of
his wallet).
Matt: “It wasn’t a

statement against
capitalism”
Joe (Charlett, bass): “We

played a gig in London

and this guy started eating
5ps”
Pelham (Groom, drums):

“We have a very diverse
fan base!”
And they are a diverse

band. They recently
recorded ‘Bonkers’ by
Dizzee Rascal (Gaz
Coombes produced it –
listen out for his chocolate
Easter bunny bell-work
and brother Charly’s
keyboard solo) and
recorded a video in an
abandoned grain silo and
have supported heavy
metal/thrash bands.
Lucas: “We had this guy

coming up to us at the end-
he had tears tattooed on
his face and said he really
liked us ‘cos we were
sincere!”
…Indeed. Spring

Offensive: yours sincerely.
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“A guy came up to us after
a gig wanting to talk about
serial killers, like I was an
expert!” – Jamie Harris,
vocals, guitar. What do
The Cellar Family expect?
It’s probably the way
Jamie’s ‘it’s-the-quiet-ones-
you-have-to-watch’ glassiness
works itself into a psychotic
state as Pixies/Nirvana
styled songs build from
palpable tension to nailbomb
explosions, laced with
lyrics about murder, abuse
and other topics from an
episode of Psychoville: “It’s
just a bit more interesting
than writing about how
many pints you had in the
town centre, which is all
indie bands sing about”
opines Jamie. Topped off
with a moniker inspired by
Josef Fritzel’s well-
documented crimes.
Asked about their

influences, drummer Nick
evasively replies
“Everything ever… from
folk to drum ‘n’ bass and
dubstep”. “We go to raves
and stuff so that’s probably
influenced us” adds Jamie.
Actually they sound more
like Sam’s tastes.
Jamie: “At The Drive-In

comparisons are really

surprising because we
don’t really listen to them
very much…”
Sam: “I fu@#ing love

them”
Jamie: “But you don’t

really listen to them all the
time, do you?”
Sam: “All the time”
Jamie: “Really?”
Sam: “I was listening to

them on the way here!”
Having made his onstage

bass playing debut at the
first Cellar Family gig, Sam
counters the others’ semi-
detached cool with a
punky enthusiasm: “You
can be amazing on your
instrument but if you’re
just wa#@ing on your
guitar, you’re never going
to be as good as bands like
Minor Threat who literally
just picked up a guitar and
played – they shit all over
everyone because you can
feel their anger and
energy”
New E.P. ‘Flab’, an

assured step from their
already popular first effort,
is available now. This
September, Oxford loses
them to pastures smoggier
as they pack their bags for
the big smoke. Kill ‘em
guys… (PI)

TURAN AUDIO LTD

Pelham Groom, Spring Offensive

Everyone’s thrilled with how it’s 
sounding, a triumph as always!

Professional, Independent Mastering in Oxford

turanaudio.co.uk     01865 716466
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There is a real sense of occasion for the inaugural ‘Upstairs’
night. With the Zodiac previously being a hub for local music for
so long, the Academy has felt like a place that doesn’t belong to
us locals since its refurb. So a new local band night provides
something to celebrate; a local music focus amongst the big
names and baffling amount of tribute acts.

The pros of this are apparent as soon as we arrive shortly into
The Graceful Slicks set. The sound tonight is huge and absolutely
pristine, and this certainly results in a performance that is well,
slicker, than we’ve seen before from the five piece. Wearing their
influences on their sleeves, stoner Brain Jonestown-esque riffs

and strong whiffs of Slowdive are apparent from the off, and it’s
clear from the smiles they’re happy to be here.

Next up is King of Cats with a somewhat expanded line up
tonight. Max Levy has won many friends around town of late with
his quirky, yet likeable, performances and opens proceedings by
rushing from the stage to perform among the crowd. However,
tonight everything seems a bit too strained. Vocals are screeched
frequently whereas before yelps were used to punctuate the
relative calm of the arrangements, although he pulls things
around with the last two numbers displaying a higher calibre
of songwriting.

‘upstairs’
o2 academy, oxford
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Vixens bring polish to the occasion and although the twisting,
twin guitar lines provide interest, the lack of rhythmic invention
and a song that sounds so much like ‘Atmosphere’ by Joy Division
that legal action would be fair cop, mean that the set fails to
truly excite.

Gunning For Tamar appear to have dragged in a large proportion
of tonight’s impressive crowd and as such are afforded the
warmest welcome of the night so far. The band are extremely tight
and clearly passionate but there is something of the clinical in
their mix of epic Oxford rock and emo, and the music suffers from
a lack of subtlety or space.

Ute are worthy headliners tonight and their performance is
comfortably superior than anything else on display this evening.
Their impressive work ethic pays dividends as their tightness
and easy stage manner mean they seem quite at home on the
big(ger) stage. It seems odd too that such strange songs are so
immediately embraced as the likes of ‘Brother’ and an apocalyptic
‘Innocent Taylor’ prove.

Despite the variable quality of the acts on the night, a proud
night for Oxford music and an important move from the
Academy to welcome local acts so wholeheartedly. Long may it
continue. (JC)
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Truck’s Wood offshoot pitches itself as an eco-friendly festival and
it is predominantly aimed at, and attracts, families. Many people
got in the environmental spirit of the weekend and biked to the
festival, but still, a full car park and overflow with a standby taxi
means that not everyone can be awarded a green star…

Mama Rosin, Uiscedwr, Khaïra Arby, Zeus and Willy Mason all
provided great, exotic music from Canada to France, USA to
Timbuktu, as did London roots/rock outfit Treetop Flyers, who are
Glastonbury Emerging Talent winners this year, and one of only a
few local acts on the bill, The Epstein. Katy Rose & The Cavalry
Parade, the new project from re-named KTB, was pleasingly
optimistic in sound, ending in the characteristic group singalong
“I don’t want to lose my friend” they went.

The efforts the organisers make to provide solar-powered
stages, rubbish recycling and compostable toilets – recycled

tractor tyres as seats – and a cycle powered stage are all great
initiatives, but there is certainly an underlying feeling that more
local acts would go a long way to reducing their carbon footprint.
There does also seem to be a gap for a local singer/songwriter
type stage in the day as the workshops were predominantly aimed
at families.

My main highlights were, powering Trevor Moss and Hannah
Lou’s encore set by bicycle – great close harmony acoustic music
from this Heavenly couple, both singing into one microphone, and
also the main headline act Eliza Carthy Band, who were superb.
She promoted her new album Neptune, boasting a lovely, soulful
voice and a mix of upbeat and intimate numbers – she came
across humbly as if she was ‘Mother Wood’. The concept behind
Wood is a worthy one, and it’s an enjoyable festival especially, it
looked like, for people with young families. (TW)

wood
braziers park
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I’ve made the bold claim before – though in the earliest days of
his career – that he might be the natural successor to John
Lennon. Contentious? Possibly, but there’s always been that
glimmer of potential that sadly seems to go unfulfilled when it
comes to the former Libertines and Babyshambles star.

Talking of the Libertines, first up on the bill were the
appropriately Libertine-esque local band Law Abiding Citizens.
They suffered from being let down on sound, but they managed to
convey that they’re extremely polished group that are well worth
keeping an eye out for.

Following them on stage were a little-known group that
we’d soon discover partially serve as Doherty’s backing band.
Lipstick Melodies are outstanding; shades of the E Street
Band with a touch of The Clash about them; the best song
they had on show on the night, was ‘Runaway Blues’ which
was very much in that vein. A peculiar choice for this line-up,

but a band that acquitted themselves well, if you’ll excuse
the pun.

Finally, and late – though it has to be said, much less late than
in Leicester, where he kept the crowd waiting for an hour – Doherty
himself took the stage. Though he’d been seen surreptitiously
looking on from the sidelines throughout, he came onto the stage
smoking a cigarette before proceeding to amble his way through
just about every hit single he’s ever been involved with. Despite ex-
ceeding my expectations, it was all too easy to get the feeling that
he was just going through the motions here. A laboured ‘cover’ of
‘Can’t Stand Me Now’ summed up the entire set; this was a
shadow of the potentially great musician I had so much faith in
as a student, a man who seems now to be looking for a few extra
quid to top up his bank balance. It could have been so much
better, and if, God willing, he kicks his illicit habits, maybe he’ll
remember that music’s a passion, not a paycheque. (KS)

pete doherty
o2 academy

In a packed-out downstairs at the Academy, California’s four-piece
Warpaint play an incredibly accomplished set of sleek and slick
indie rock. Throughout the duration of what is a lengthy set for a
band with one full length release to their name, it’s clear that
much time has been spent meticulously honing the live show.
As a result, there is minimal deviation from recorded versions
of songs and the performance is at times brutally professional.
Rarely have songs of such spectral virtue been translated
into such a muscular live show. The animalistic rhythm section
add grit, but it is glossed over by the crystalline sheen of the
overall sound.

No matter though, as the majority of the sell out crowd seem
to lap it up with one co-attendee even confessing that, unusually

he’d had a bit of a “moment” during the set. Material from early
EP Exquisite Corpse tends to fair best; ‘Billie Holiday’ finding
some much appreciated fragility and depth and ‘Beetles’ drawing
an extra-appreciative roar from the crowd. The somewhat
uninspiringly titled ‘Baby’ is another highlight when glimpsed over
the chatter, and perhaps points the way to a slightly more soulful
live experience.

All told, it’s a live show that may allow cynics to raise concerns
about issues like authenticity given their industry contacts, but
the truth is tonight’s performance is just a slight disappointment
given at what The Fool hinted may be in store. So for now, while
Warpaint have clearly got the chops, for this reviewer, it all feels
just a bit too mechanical. (AG)

warpaint
o2 academy
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For such a hot, sweaty day, Oxford truly turned out in force for this
gig. Opening in shorts and t-shirts and adding some real passion
to their set, Minor Coles have truly raised their game since I last
saw them. More confident, rhythmically tight and energetic, songs
‘Black Hole’ and ‘Fortune Teller’ go down well. A more bass
riff-driven sound, which is pleasingly similar to Foals, gives an
optimistic preview of their June EP release.

Winchell Riots followed, and although I’m a fan, I didn’t really
enjoy tonight’s set – it was too loud and lacked subtlety.
They didn’t engage with the audience either, which resulted in it
seeming like a practice session. ‘Red Square’, for me, was one of
only a few which stood out from the noise.

Dive Dive have been around for years, and are probably better
known as being Frank Turner’s backing band these days, but they
haven’t yet gained the recognition they deserve in their own
right. Tonight, reminding Oxford what rock music is, they play
some blistering songs from recent album Potential as well as
some old classics. Nigel Powell is one of the best drummers I have
seen and the other members do their bit to drive the rhythm home.
I watch with memories of moshing at Truck festival, and hear
sounds truly in the same league as Foo Fighters and Green Day.
‘Liar’ is the best of their new set – Jamie Stuart’s vocal is in good
form, and a hundred sweaty people leave the venue encouraged
that rock music, thankfully, isn’t dead. (TW)

dive dive, winchell riots, minor coles
o2 academy
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The Jericho Tavern stage is, as usual, as red and hot as the sun.
However, never before has an audience here been this quiet. It
isn’t so much that you can hear a pin drop, but rather, you can
probably hear the atoms of a pin vibrating. McMorrow is
unaccompanied. The electric piano that carries We Don’t Eat, the
drums of From the Woods are both absent, creating space and
time for McMorrow’s soothing vocals. And what vocals; gorgeous
sweeps of emotional intensity, gentle, subtle waves of longing
crashing into raucous refrain. The sparseness of the set steers
away from themorepop-folk tones of debut album,Early in theMorning,
instead allowing for melancholy whispers and the heart-fluttered
falsetto delivery of break up truths. (Speaking of his lyrics, on first
hearing a JVM demo, I – ahem – did think the line: “I have followed
mountain bears”, was “I am full ofmountain bears”…but I think this
says more about me than any latent bestial desire in McMorrow).

There is a pleasing contrast to his stage presence: relaxed and
chatty, he then squirms as if wriggling the songs out of himself.
In between amiable banter and a rant about stolen gear from his
car, he complains of a sore throat, but on this sort of form he may
as well be Shakespeare apologising for the odd stray comma.
The only downside to the gig is the screech of young female
admirers. I guess now the likes of those Ben-from-A1 curtains
have been consigned to the attic of 90s boy bands, McMorrow –
because he owns a jaw – is the next best thing. One girl ‘sings’
aloud (I use the term sings loosely) to ‘If I Had a Boat’ – reader,
if she had actually had a boat, I would have sunk it. Introducing
a stunning cover of Antony & the Johnsons’ ‘Hope There’s
Someone’, McMorrow states that he will “never be able to write a
song this good”. I don’t know; he looks like he’s doing all right to
me. (HJP)

james vincent mcmorrow
jericho tavern
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Opener Akira the Don knows how to get a party started. Climbing
speaker stacks for jumps befitting his song ‘The Wrestler’,
banging a cowbell, he delivers punchy anthems, from Bashy
collabo ‘Clones’ and smile-inducing ‘Thanks For All The Aids’, to
the infectious ‘The Weed Song’.

It’s obvious from his rapturous reception, MC Chris being in
the UK is cause for excitement: a helium voice that earns him cash
for (Adult Swim) voice-work, a host of catchy underground hits
like ‘Pizza Butt’ and ‘Emo Party’ (with crowd participation moves:
zombie-hands, peace signs, waving cellphones), danceable beats
recalling 2 Live Crew, and funnier banter than most stand-ups.
It’s not just recent car-ad placement of ‘Hoodie Ninja’ that says
this won’t be his last visit.

Every time Lars returns to the town in which he graduated and
launched his career, his set up and set list are re-juiced and

souped-up. This time it’s his most stripped down hip-hop show in
years with co-MC Weerd Science and a kick-ass drummer who
delivers on promises made by Travis Barker in that Tinie Tempah
clip! Favourites like ‘Ahab’, ‘Mr Raven’ and ‘I-Generation’ mix with
wobble-bass-heavy newie ‘Venomous Box Jellyfish’ plus Weerd’s
‘Sick Kids’ tracks like the brilliant ‘Clap If U Love Someone’. Never
one to play it safe, Lars delivers an emotional, genuinely affecting
‘23’, dedicated to a deceased dorm-mate, which firmly sets him
aside from most MCs for all the right reasons.

Still adrenalized, crowd and actsmove to the free aftershowwhere
they are treated to pumping sets from Inspecta and ones-to-watch
Half Decent who joins Lars, Akira and local support Mr Shaodow
freestyling, at one point even narrating projected He-Man cartoons!

On the strength of tonight and the next two nights, the must-see
tour of the year. (PI)

mc lars & weerd science
o2 academy
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As a line-up, this had me unusually excited. A country harmony
duo from Alabama, a singer-songwriter from Greenland and two
local acts rounding off the bill sounds like a horribly-planned open
mic with a big budget, yet it managed to work, despite some
technical problems. Ed Lofstedt, a local singer-songwriter recently
imported from Reading, manages to combine simple melodies
with a great voice to amazing effect. His lyrics are very easy to
relate to and, though I felt I hadn’t seen enough of him, there’s
enough potential here for him to be solidly on my list of local acts
to keep an eye on.

Tamara & The Martyrs are a local band with much cohesion
between the three of them. Better still, they’re difficult to describe
in relation to other acts. There are very light shades of PJ Harvey,
of early Blondie and even of more recent popular acts like Dido in
there. Tamara’s voice is almost without parallel on the local scene

and the song ‘Payday Slag’ is the best I’ve heard from any local
band since ‘Creep.’

Simon Lynge, the Greenlandic singer-songwriter, was an unknown
quantity before tonight. However, he very quickly grew on me. Songs
such as ‘London Town’, ‘Infinitely You’ and ‘The Future’ are as charming
as they are catchy and, when interspersed with tales of growing up
in Greenland, it makes for a wonderfully endearing live performance.

The Secret Sisters, tonight’s headliners, are something of a
throwback. And when I say throwback, I’m talking of the halcyon
days of 1940s country, with no gadgetry and gimmickry: just two
girls, one guitar and an unbelievably sweet and harmonic vocal
style that makes you think of the legendary groups of country
music’s past. Their first single, ‘Tennessee Me’ is (dare I say) the
best country song I’ve heard in at least ten years. I promise you that
you’ll be hearing much, much more from The Secret Sisters. (KS)

the secret sisters, simon lynge, tamara & the martyrs, ed lofstedt
o2 academy

Spikefest was a chance for Oxford's headbangers to gather
together and revel in the sonic beast that they all loved: METAL.
The night was held to pay tribute to Matt Jones, a much-loved
figure of the Oxford metal scene who passed away some months
previously, and whose birthday would have fallen on that very day
First up were local, melodic, death metal four-piece Aethara. The
band roared and belted their way through their set, showcasing
exactly how brutal they could be while simultaneously
demonstrating the fruits of thoughtful songwriting – the highlight
of the set was their closer ‘Disconnected’.

When heavyweights Dedlok blasted onstage, the menacing riffs
came hard and fast, creating a brutality worthy of thrash kings
Slayer. The star of their live act had to be vocalist Joe Samuels –

truly the man has lungs of steel – he growled his way through the
set, pausing only to headbang like his life depended on it.

Nottingham-based mathcore act Galleons opened with all the
energy of several thousand gallons of Red Bull; they leapt about
the stage in a feat of inhuman activity, all the while keeping up
their erratic riffing. Disappointing was frontman Tom Sears, who
seemed to spend most of the set hugging a stage monitor while
his bandmates hopped and gyrated around him.

Prospekt, injecting some prog into the evening’s proceedings,
opened with new tune ‘Desolate Kingdom’, featuring some aggressive
riffing that led into guitarwork from local virtuoso Lee Luland. This
combined with Matt Winchester’s soaring vocals and Blake
Richardson's frenetic prog metal rhythm techniques – the band
seemed effortlessly to create a powerful, truly symphonic sound.

Terrathorn burst on to the stage and had the crowd in the palm
of its hand instantly. They were metal of the old school, the sort
that puts one in mind of Metallica at their best, along with all the
muscular riffing and blasting metal drumming to go with it.

Local tech-metallers Taste My Eyes showed exactly how to
demonstrate some extreme musicianship while being a compelling
live act. They had all the erratic twists and turns of artists
such as Sikth and Tool which occasionally bowed out to some
atmospheric guitarwork from guitarist John Daniel.

After almost 8 hours of metal there was no sign of fatigue even
at the end, and this might have been Desert Storm’s finest
performance yet; ‘Forked Tongues’ was darker and more aggressive
than ever before, and ‘Word to the Wise Man’ had that bit more
swagger to it. Another outstanding set from one of Oxford’s great
metal bands and a suitable finish to the night. (RM)

spikefest 2011
o2 academy
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A pre-Easter mini-festival hosted by Pindrop boasted an eclectic
line-up of locals alongside Eastern Europe-influenced
Albuquerque instrumental folkists A Hawk and A Hacksaw. AHaaH
are along the lines of other collectives such as Arcade Fire or
Beirut (former collaborators) and they wouldn’t be out of place on
the soundtrack for Everything is Illuminated. But while, say,
Devotchka’s penchant for unusual instruments doesn’t come at
the cost of melodies and hooks, the same can’t really be said of
AHaaH. They are brilliant performers, clambering from the stage
during ‘In the River’, a wonderful shimmering snake-charmer of
a tune, but the music doesn’t stick in the memory or seem varied
or vibrant enough to survive without a vocal. What starts off
refreshing and buoyant soon becomes a little samey. Still, they
are a big band and it represented quite a coup for Pindrop to get
them on at this.

In complete contrast, We Aeronauts embody perfect shoe-gaze
indie folk-pop. It’s not majorly original, but I don’t think that
matters when it’s this much fun. Recalling Those Dancing Days
and, more recently, Camera Obscura, these guys have personality
and a lead singer rocking the perfect combination of sweet vocals
and dancing nicked from the Shangri Las. Their performance is
totally addictive, but in this case, it’s not something that the
government should be trying to crack down on.

Finally, Brickwork Lizards and I can honestly say I have never
heard anything like them before. Let’s take one song, and, like an

overzealous biology A-level student massacring a frog, try to
dissect it. ‘Higher’ starts with melancholy cello and ominous keys,
segues into something like The Good, the Bad and the Ugly, diverts
into Russian folk, hops over to Egypt via singer Tarik’s oud (it’s a
kind of lute, duh), banjos and drums wrestle skiffle into jazz,
before trumpets arrive and it finally bursts into Tom’o’Hawk’s rhythm
and rap. Parts of it sound like Rimsky-Korsakov’s ‘Scheherazade’
mashed up with Public Enemy. No, but really. Every single
instrument and vocal works. Pindrop? Jaw drop. Awesome. (HJP)

a hawk & a hacksaw, we aeronauts, brickwork lizards
the bullingdon

You know that scene in Almost Famous when Russell Hammond
(Billy Crudup) is trippin’ on the fan’s rooftop, threatening to jump
into an algae-fied pool, and he says his final words would be,
“I dig music”? After a few minutes of watching Matt Sage
onstage, it’s clear the man digs music. He plays and sings with an
old-school bobbing-and-weaving intensity that’s nowhere close
to affected. Sage is fairly well-known as a liberator of
lesser-known artists from total obscurity, but tonight he, as the
title of his LP suggests, lets his own music out, and the audience
is appreciative. Tinged with strains of Costello, Dylan, Yorke
and Bazan, the seven-song set that he and the rest of his freshly-
assembled four-piece deliver, makes a comforting soundtrack to
this rainy evening. Personal faves were the more soft and
restrained numbers, one of which featured a slightly Appalachian
folk feel with just banjo and guitar – it was really the only time the
fog machine effects really seemed to suit.

It seems a true testament to Matt Sage’s digging of music that
he had Duotone take the headlining spot, despite the reverse
order of the event publicity. If you haven’t seen Barney Morse-

Brown either solo or with James Garrett, well, get thee to
your Songkick and add them so you don’t miss their next gig.
Flaxen-haired, solemn and seemingly shy, Barney in particular,
has a completely unexpected sotto voce charisma that I believe
could possibly spawn a legion of waistcoat-wearing Barneyheads.
The songs Duotone create with guitar, cello, a bit of percussion
and a loop pedal are mesmerizing and moving. They dip and
soar and fly away too soon. They sneak up on you later after
you’ve gone home. This evening, in addition to the much-loved
‘Work Harder’ and ‘In the Evening’, rapt listeners were treated
to a couple of gems from Duotone’s forthcoming album, due
out in September, and one can only describe the tunes as
lullabic. Singer Ravennen Husbandes appeared onstage
to lend texture to one of these new offerings. For an encore,
Barney led a sing-a-long to the heart-rending ‘You Don’t
Need Church’— it’s interesting that a song so-titled can sound
so sacred.

Was it an intimate and magical evening as promised? Sure.
But more than that, it was memorable. (NR)

matt sage, duotone
pegasus theatre
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Ed Sheeran is the guy everyone’s talking about, and so they should
be. He has played over 1,000 gigs, is the sound behind the
infamous Nando’s skank, has had over 1.2 million YouTube hits
on his debut track ‘You need me’, and his most recent EP
‘Collaboration’ reached No. 2 in the iTunes chart in just 24 hours.

Tonight, the ginger king takes to the stage to play his last gig
of his sold out tour. As he walks on stage, the whole crowd erupts
and someone heckles “Seriously what hair gel do you use” and Ed
replies with a cheeky grin “VO5 clay”. Once he manages to silence
the crowd, no easy task, he kicks off with a gorgeous acoustic ver-
sion of ‘Grade 8’. The microphone and loop pedal are brought back
into action and the tempo of the set increased with the tracks
‘This City’ and ‘Homeless’, mixed in with a few new tracks,
‘Uni’ – a personal favourite, ‘Little Bird’ and the heart-wrenching
‘Small Bump’. He goes on to a play an incredible version of Jamie
Woon’s take on ‘Wayfaring Stranger’, accapella on a loop, the
power behind his vocals is something quite extraordinary. He

interjects his set with soundbites of Gyptian and Tinie Tempah
and frequently provokes the crowd to shout “Hell yeah!” at random
intervals throughout.

The encore, is spine-tinglingly beautiful, he makes it to the
middle of the crowd and stands on a box for the last 3 songs,
all performed with no amplification. Everyone sits down for a take
on an old Irish folk song ‘Passing Glass’ where for once the venue
is completely stilled. This is followed by a cover of Adele’s
‘Make You Feel My Love’. He wraps up with one of his new tracks
‘Gimme Love’, a complete gem of a record and that ends a gig not
easily forgotten.

Support Kal Lavelle is an Irish singer-songwriter, unassuming
but she commands everyone’s attention as soon as she opens her
mouth. She plays a mixture of songs from her EP ‘Shivers’; the
lyrics for ‘Disaster’ are second to none for anyone left longing after
a love lost “Everyone is waiting for the love of their life to come
running back”. Stunning. (HD)

ed sheeran
o2 academy
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Are you vinyl, MP3 or CD?
Walter: I’m moving way
towards mp3 now, but
I’ve always been a sucker
for album artwork, so a
few CDs also. Buying
physical releases is good
for the soul; makes me
hope others are still doing
the same…
Edwin: I just buy way too
many mp3s, sort of like
cheap candy.

What’s the first record you
remember buying?
W: Spin Doctors – Pocketful
of Kryptonite; it’s actually a
great album.
E: The first album was
Parklife by Blur. I’m
convinced the first CD
single was ‘Free’ by Ultra
Nate, but it was probably
something much worse.

And the last?
W: Wild Beasts – Smother.
Lovely, just lovely.
E: Friendly Fires – Pala.
From iTunes. They sent it

to me a while ago but all
the track names were fake
and extremely crude so I
was keen to, uh, find out
the official line.

Is there a single record
you wish you’d made?
W: Mellon Collie and the
Infinite Sadness by Smashing
Pumpkins, just for its
sheer scale and variety.
With all these heavy parts
you wouldn’t think songs
like ‘Stumbleine’ could
fit in, but it’s written,
executed and sequenced
so well that it works. I’d
like to see what reaction
it would get today as a
new release.
E: I’m happy to have
played a small role in our
records, and to have had
no role in anyone else’s.
However, I would quite
like to have been sat
quietly in the corner
while Brian Eno pieced
together Talking Heads’
Remain in Light.

Any band you wanted to be
like or emulate in the
early years?
W: We fed off bands we
had seen live a bunch of
times, like Charlottefield
from Brighton. Actually
the forming of Foals was
reactionary to a lot of what
we liked… so we didn’t
really aspire to anything
particular; if it was fun
to play it made it into a
song somehow.
E: The bands we liked who
clearly influenced our
sound include Battles, the
Rapture, Minus the Bear,
and, er… the Edmund
Fitzgerald [Yannis and
Jack’s previous band].

How do your morning and
evening listening differ?
W: I’ve started to listen to
pretty baggy stuff in the
mornings, like the Stone
Roses. It’s good to walk to
– that or some 90s hip-hop
like Souls of Mischief –
‘93 ’til Infinity’. I like my

rock in the evenings -
anything from
Turbonegro’s Apocalypse
Dudes to early Earth or
maybe even some Isis.

You’re getting on the tour
bus in the morning – what
song brings you all to life?
W: We had some standards
in our old, old post van,
which I believe
Youthmovies eventually
‘retired’ somewhere
outside Nottingham, only
for it to arrive by chance
back in Oxford having been
re-sold to the ballroom by
‘someone’… (fairly true
story). These included: The
Rapture ‘Sister Saviour’
(DFA dub), Sasha Funke
‘Bravo’, some Paul
Kalkbrenner, Ellen Allien
and Apparat ‘Orchestra of
Bubbles’ and this Para One
track called ‘F.u.d.g.e’.
Stuff like that worked for
us bright and early.
E: Dusty Springfield –
‘That’s the Kind of Love

what’s in your record collection?

foals
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I Got For You (Disco
3000 edit)’.

You’re getting on the bus
for a long drive after a gig
– what’s on the stereo?
W: Usually the messier we
are, the lower the quality
of music choice. I usually
just start singing Ian
Dury’s ‘Mash It Up Harry’
and Jimmy attempts
‘Ramble On’ on an
acoustic but it comes out
more like Green Day’s
‘Brain Stew’. He learnt it
once but he’s forgotten.

Anyone got any
particularly rare items?
W: I have an original Led
Zeppelin III with the
revolving cover, which is
fun for a few seconds.
E: Somewhere in the
country I have a 12” of ‘Left
Leg Out’ by Mala, which is
apparently worth over £100
now. It’s not even very old,
though it is great. Shame I
have no idea where it is.

Found any amazing record
shops on your travels?
E: Yannis does a lot of
record shopping in various
cities and I think it’s safe
to say he still has the bug
for a special shop or a
special record. But the last
thing I need in my life is
more stuff. I went through
a phase in my late teens
of trawling through a lot
of “classic” records from
the sixties onwards, and I
think I did myself in.
Now I know what I like
and I know exactly where
to find it.

What do you listen to/read
to find new music?
E: Boomkat,
residentadvisor.net, various
DJ charts and blogs… I’ll
read the NME if someone
else has bought it.

What’s the best record
ever to come out of
Oxford?
W: Years back, when I

used to go to shows at the
Point, my favourite Oxford
record had to be Dustball’s
Quality But Hers. Except for
the awkward spherical
packaging. I imagine ‘best’
would have to be a
Radiohead album… insert
your own favourite here.
E: Kid A! That’ll be me
inserting mine there.

Current favourite Oxford
bands?
W: Team Blessing Force –
Trophy Wife, Pet Moon,
Chad Valley – I won’t list
them all. They are noisily
pushing out the squares.
I also like Ute but haven’t
seen them live yet. It was a
pleasure running into
Stornoway on an
Australian festival tour
earlier this year. The
only two English bands
on the bill were from
Oxford. Sweet.

Any pop guilty pleasures?
W: Guilty? No way. Some

Phil Collins – ‘Sussudio’ is
top of that list, and I loved
that last Beyonce record
with ‘halo’ on it (erm Halo
– Facts Ed).
E: I’m a total sucker for
commercial UK garage
and its various offspring.
I’m not guilty, though I
know a lot of people
who think I should be.
The most obnoxious
has to be the Wideboys
remix of ‘So in Love
With You’ by Duke.
Look it up on YouTube –
I dare you.

What would be/was your
first dance at your
wedding?
W: It was Beach Boys ‘God
Only Knows’.

What’s your favourite
cover version?
W: Probably Pixies’ ‘In
Heaven’, or Devo ‘I Can’t
Get No Satisfaction.’
E: ‘Louie Louie’ - the
Kingsmen. (SG)

Top 10 songs on the
Foals iPod

1 Wild Beasts – ‘Reach A
Bit Further’

2 Josh T. Pearson – ‘Sweet-
heart, I Ain’t Your Christ’

3 Gang Gang Dance – ‘Ro-
mance Layers’

4 Metronomy – ‘The Look’

5 Warpaint – ‘Majesty’

6 The Horrors – ‘Still Life’

7 Friendly Fires – ‘Hurting’

8 Classixx – ‘Into The Val-
ley’ (Julio Bashmore remix)

9 Chad Valley – ‘Fast Chal-
lenges’

10 Ramadanman – ‘Don’t
Change For Me’CHAD VALLEY FRIENDLY FIRES

WILD BEASTS
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releases
alphabet
backwards
white russian ep
(self-release)

So unashamedly
sweet that it
should probably
come a warning
about damaging

your teeth, the latest release
from Oxford-based five-piece
Alphabet Backwards ‘The White
Russian EP’, is a wide-eyed
collection of bubbly twee-pop
tunes. First track ‘Christopher’
is a charming fusion of James
and Steph’s boy-meets-girl
vocals, berating wannabe
hipsters everywhere, complete
with twinkly guitars and a solid,
if understated, rhythm section.
Next track ‘Elton John’, which as
far as I can make out, has
nothing whatsoever to do with
Sir Elton himself, starts with an
incredibly cheesy synth riff
(maybe there’s the link…) yet
manages to be the highlight of
the EP, the lyrics perfectly
complementing the playful
nature of the song. Ending with
the characteristically buoyant
‘Plastic’, Alphabet Backwards
are increasingly on a mission to
put a sense of light-hearted fun
back into Oxford music. (CC)

very nice harry
#reformat
(self-release)

VNH have been
increasing the
profile of their
gigs, the latest
of which was an

appearance at Oxfringe festival,
and having not caught them live
it was good to get their new

death of hi-fi cold
(self-release)

Currentlymaking
a name for
themselves as
ones-to-watch
with visually

arresting live shows, ‘Cold’
is Death of Hi-fi’s 4th self-
released record. However, it
threatens to be crushed by the
sheer weight of the varied
influences contained within –
an enjoyable, absorbing listen
ends up feeling disappointingly
incohesive (outside of eerie
synths possibly stolen from old
telly movies about Chernobyl).

Dark opener ‘Redashalpha’
is reminiscent of Bomb The
Bass, at that point in the late
80’s when dance melded with
hip-hop beats, whilst guitars,
scratching and spoken samples
all swirl around to intoxicating
effect on ‘Purple Skies’. It’s not
unlike Tackhead and other
darker industrial products of the
On-U-Sound stable and fully
deserves the record’s preface
“inspired by an 80’s childhood
spent living in fear of
Globalthermonuclear war”.

After this, tracks still retain
interest but become sporadic:
‘.79’s convincing old-skool
hip-hop calls to mind Jurassic 5
‘The Lecture’ while ‘We’re Still
Here’ takes a dubby route with
the synth-line from The Who’s
‘Pinball Wizard’ put through a
shredder. This schizophrenia
reaches its nadir with ‘The Fool
Who Would Be King’ which feels
too much like random ideas
stuck over one, albeit very
phat, beat. However good the
music undoubtedly is, in the
dance arena a strong identity is
what sets one apart from the
pack. (PI)

winchell riots figure of 8s ep
(andrew the great records)
The first time I saw this hard-
working foursome play live, I
thought, “Well, this is a good
band” and I could see by the
incessantly nodding and
swaying listeners around me
that I wasn’t alone in this
shrewd observation. My guess
is that these latest four songs
from the Oxford-based quartet
will garner themmanymore nodders and swayers. Propelled by
Phil McMinn’s stellar, swelling, vocals and powerful intonation,
the EP lifts off with the title track, buoyed up by persistent,
passionate percussion of James Pamphlion. The songs all take
their time, carrying the listener along on a zephyr of increasingly
confident songwriting. ‘Undertows’ is the one we will all attempt
to sing/shout along to, even though we’re nomatch for McMinn’s
ability. The last song, ‘Fifteenth’ comes in for a smooth landing,
showcasing the guitar more than on any of the other tunes here.
Produced by Dan Austin (Doves/Cherry Ghost/Morning Parade),
‘Figure 8s’ doesn’t find TheWinchell Riots runningaround in circles;
rather, they are gliding forward – they are a good band. (NR)

fixers here comes 2001, so let’s all
head for the sun (vertigo)
So much has been said about
Fixers in the last few months
that it’s easy to forget that
this E.P. ‘Here Comes 2001,
So Let’s All Head For The Sun’
is their first release since they
were signed to a major label.
Indeed, based on musical
aptitude alone it compares to
that of a much older andmore
accomplished band. ‘Another Lost Apache’ is an appropriately
tribal, synth filled opener that evokes early Beach Boys by being
entirely centred around singer Jack Goldstein’s multifaceted
vocals. You’ve probably heard lead single ‘Crystals’ all over the
radio recently, an energetic behemoth of ridiculously catchy pop
and this is the song that should rightly propel Fixers to a wider
audience. ‘Uriel’, whose lyrics give name to the EP, provides an
effective build up to closing track ‘Passages//Love In Action’,which
finishes with the fitting chant “we are the sun, we are themoon”.
A superb ‘debut’, each song a standalone highlight, which only
serves to heighten anticipation about what is still to come. (CC)
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problem with GFT is that they
wear their influences more than
they demonstrate their own
unique charm; it feels like
there’s a formula being followed.
There’s proof enough here to
suggest that they are good
enough to create their own in
time. (TM)

prospekt
prospekt ep
(self-release)

You’re either the
kind of person
who cringes
when they hear
the term ‘prog

metal’ or you’re not. I was one of
the former, and with titles like
‘Dissident Priests’ I didn’t hold
out much hope for Prospekt’s
debut EP but they manage to
find just the right balance of
awkward time signatures, guitar
heroics and power vocals to
make the genre palatable even
to the haters. And they kick some
killer grooves too. ‘Dissident
Priests’ is a great showcase for all
themembers to demonstrate their
musical chops and they all shine,
particularly guitarist Lee Luland
who avoids heading into
needlessly showy Vai orMalmsteen
territory. And you just know he’d
love to. Throughout the EP Matt
Winchester proves himself to be
a technically gifted singer with no
need for ridiculous barking or
high-pitched screeching. This
EP proves that Prospekt are one of
the best bands in the burgeoning
Oxford metal scene. Epic. (TM)

‘#Reformat’ EP to get a feel for
what I might expect. Hailing from
Didcot, they build on the now
familiar ‘Dead Jerichos sound’,
particularly with their first two
tracks. Delayed guitar loops and
effects and ambitious drumming
aremuch on display – it’s eclectic
at times but it gels together to
make a good little EP. ‘Among
Whispers’ is my favourite track,
where Sam’s vocal is definitely
in its element. ‘Undisclosure’ and
‘Vegas’ have a big sound and
epic lengths and although the
long instrumental sections may
work well in a live situation, they
don’t provoke the most insightful
nuggets over my morning coffee!
Certainly the energetic sound
makes me want to catch a live
set – I’m sure they will do well if
they can recreate this sound at
their shows. (TW)

gunning for tamar
deaf cow motel
(self-release)

Opening track
‘GermanTreasure
Island’ has a
slightly off-kilter
time signature

that never becomes jarring but
instead lends itself to the sense
of frustrated urgency in the
lyrics and frenetic guitarwork.
There’s a strong Incubus feel to
the way singer Joe Wallis sings
‘gold and silver’, American
inflection an’ all. ‘Running With
Scissors’ begins with some
serious bombast and is the song
that best demonstrates the
great live band GFT are. ‘God
Made Colours’ is jolly nice and
sounds like Elbow and fellow
Oxfordians Cat Matador, but the
song ends so abruptly that it
feels a little half-baked. The

cellar family flab
(big embarrassment records)
The Cellar Family have
proved to be riotous in the
flesh but can they translate
that onto a recording? F@#k
yes. ‘Oestrogen’ kick-starts the
EP, a cacophonous blend of
Pixies, Holy Bible-era Manics,
and Fugazi-style sloganeering.
The strangely sexy ‘What Did
I Ever Do To You?’ sounds like
the Bees slowly turning into Nirvanawhile ‘My Love is Everlasting’
and ‘Victimize’ both recall scarier versions of early Young
Knives songs. ‘Secret Admirer’ is a demented, obsessive ode to
“child-bearing hips.” The way the singer Jamie Harris screams
“Ee, el, ess, EEEEEE!” is the best thing put on record by anyone
this year and the guitar-work is familiar but never derivative.
‘Your Stomach Will Never Touch Your Back’ lasts long enough
to spit out its title in a bilious bath of demented notes. Cellar
Family display the same sense of fun and dynamics that
made The Rock of Travolta such an exciting prospect. If this
is Flab then pack it on and call me a fat bastard. (TM)

psychotechnic league/modernist
disco we do not have a dinosaur
(download)
This compilation showcases
the best electronic music
Oxford has to offer. We are
treated to some scary schizo
noise from the likes of Cez
(who start the collection with
a rock-infused, hard house
nightmare) and live favourites
Coloureds who end the album
in a similar fashion. In
between these we get a veritable patchwork of styles. Highlights
include Death of Hi Fi, whose usually hip-hop heavy brew is
put through an industrial filter making them sound something
akin to the Prodigy. Grudle Bay Riots prove to be the revelation
with their simple and elegant blend of Air and Radiohead. We
have mixed feelings about SIKORSKI’s vocals but we get the
feeling that they are an intentional part of the song’s campy,
industrial charm. This is a great showcase of local talent and
all proceeds from the album sales will go to the Red Cross
Japanese Tsunami appeal. (TM)

Selected releases available at

if you’d like us to consider a
local or national release
for review in oms, please

e-mail music@6sensemedia.com
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releases
national releases with andrew and james from progressively less elephant

Given Oxford’s disposition towards alt-country
and dusty Americana, Fleet Foxes’ Helplessness
Blues seems as good a place as any to start this
month’s round-up. The follow up to their much
acclaimed eponymous debut album finds the

exquisite vocal harmonies still in tact but finds frontman Robin
Pecknold more at the centre of events. The arrangements appear
more driving as in the case of lead single ‘Grown Oceans’ and
there seems to be a quite literal example of creative angst on the
lengthy, meandering ‘The Shrine/An Argument’. While the magical
sense of otherness that the debut captured is perhaps lost at
times, the likes of the title track ensure that fans will be kept
interested, for the time being at least.

Alessi’s Ark recently appeared at The Jericho
Tavern to a less than stellar crowd if reports are
to be believed. This is a shame as her new
release Time Travel builds on the charm and
songwriting talent evident previously while

dispensing with some of the more cloying tweeness that may have
put listeners off before. It is a cliché to speak of matureness on
a follow up record but opener ‘Kind of Man’ does manage a certain
timelessness that wasn’t previously apparent.

Kendal’s Wild Beasts return also with the
much anticipated Smother. Delivering on
expectation, the record adds tenderness to the
sense of the seductiveness and humour that
emerged on previous releases, and is possibly

their most coherent and accessible record to date. Make sure you
get tickets for the Oxford O2 Academy show on 11 November now
or be disappointed says this reviewer.

Wolf Gang are the first UK band to have the
honour of being produced by the somewhat
legendary Dave Fridmann (Flaming Lips/Mercury
Rev) for some time now. And… well, they sound
exactly like MGMT – there really is no other way

to put it. The press release makes many mentions of SXSW and the
hype they’ve been receiving rather than the music, but it seems
likely that if you haven’t heard them yet, they may soon be
somewhat unavoidable.

As anyone who witnessed his recent Oxford
show will attest, David Thomas Broughton is
pretty bonkers. Lyrics about Greggs’ bakery and
being a ‘perfect louse’ contribute to his wacky
persona – but does his hair-brained live show

translate to record? In short… no. Outbreeding is far too
intricately woven to evoke the manic spontaneity of his live shows.
That’s no bad thing though – clearly for Broughton the live arena
is very separate to his recorded output – this record is like a
painstakingly assembled patchwork quilt. ‘Apologies’ in particular,

is a highlight, with its accordion and organ flourishes augmenting
his booming voice, the closest contemporary of which is an ageing
Scott Walker.

The Antlers’ previous offering, Hospice, was
one of 2009's surprises, sneaking up at the last
minute to feature on many an end-of-year list.
A record full of sprawling melodies punctuated
by church organs and Pete Silberman’s fragile

voice, sadly, it was that voice that nearly ruined the band’s live
shows. Early last year they played Oxford Academy, and suddenly
the songs were drowned in needless vocal acrobatics and extra
guitar parts, with Silberman seemingly convinced he was the next
Jeff Buckley. They return with Burst Apart and again Silberman’s
vocals evoke Buckley – except this time, to staggering effect.
Opener ‘I Don’t Want Love’ is the ghostly twin of ‘Everybody Here
Wants You’ from Buckley's posthumous Sketches album. Gone
is the sadness that permeated Hospice – instead Burst Apart
is a record much more at ease with itself, with a ghostly
claustrophobia pushed just below the surface. ‘No Widows’ is a
brilliant highlight – all clunking drums and whirring synths
wrapped around a spiralling melody – they could well be on those
end-of-year lists again.

The Truck Store – sales chart

1 Radiohead – King Of Limbs (XL)

2 Fleet Foxes – Helplessness Blues (Bella Union)

3 The Strokes – Angles (Rough Trade)

4 Wild Beasts – Smother (Domino)

5 Adele – 21 (XL)

6 The Vaccines – What Did You Expect From The
Vaccines (Columbia)

7 PJ Harvey – Let England Shake (Island)

8 Young Knives – Ornaments From The Silver Arcade
(Gadzook)

9 Metronomy – The English Riviera (Because)

10 Foo Fighters – Wasting Light (Columbia)






